AnastasiaDate - The Success Story of a European
Dating Site

What's behind the success of AnastasiaDate?
AnastasiaDate is an international dating service focused on connecting Western men with smart
and beautiful women from different European countries. The company was founded in 1993 by
an international couple, David and Elena Besuden who met through a dating agency in 1992
and got married that same year.
The company was named after Russia’s Grand Duchess Anastasia who was a young role model
for Russian people. Anastasia Date launched in January 1997. Technological innovation
followed and the company launched its first mobile app for Google Store and iTunes in 2013.
As useful as online dating sites are in these modern times, many people are still very skeptical
about using services like this. They are not to be blamed because most of the sites offering
dating services always pose one challenge or the other. However, all of these challenges and
problems normally encountered on regular online dating sites have been overcome and
perfected at AnastasiaDate.com. Below are the areas the company has paid special attention to.

AnastasiaDate Scam Policy - strict and uncompromising
The safety and confidentiality of all Anastasia Date’s subscribers and customers is of highest
priority. There is the presence of a leading anti-scam system and team. Any confirmed profile
on the site means that the lady has been personally contacted by Anastasia's staff to affirm that
she is real and also to let her know she has been included into the database. In the course of this
contact, she will be able to confirm her interest in a relationship with one of their intending
members.

Your Online Security is guaranteed
All your details on your profile are confidential with Anastasia Date and will never be shared
with any third party, be it individual or a company. Making sure all security measures are
working as planned is a daily routine as only the best internet security providers (Verisign and
McAfee) are used. All of your messages, transactions and contacts are in safe hands.

Affordable Services
Registration on AnastasiaDate absolutely is free with no obligation whatsoever as is looking
through the profiles of available singles. The costs of other dating tools like CamShare,
LiveChat or CallMe are very reasonable considering the optimum ease, effectiveness &
efficiency of the site and the satisfaction of getting to know the nicest ladies on the earth.

Large number of real lovely single ladies
Anastasia Date has a membership of over four million people that span throughout the globe.
With more than 80 million online visitors every year, you are bound to meet the person who
best matches your needs. The number of ladies presently in Anastasia's database is in thousands
and the numbers keep climbing up every minute of the day. On Anastasia Date you will find
more than 13,000 active profiles of lovely, gorgeous and angelic ladies. All the female members
are real & available for phone talk, video chat or even face to face meetings during a Romance
Tour.

Great and Professional services
AnastasiaDate is a very popular, reliable and valuable brand, known worldwide as one of the
best dating services provider. The team that makes all this work is made up of 200 professionals
that include Technology & Usability specialists, Marketing & Service Professionals,
Translators, Scouts and Operators. All with the common goal of providing the most exciting
dating experience for the customers. Correspondence, Live Chat, Flowers & Gifts, Professional
Anastasia Date translation, Video Date, Apartment Rentals, Date a Lady, Romance tours and
lots more are some of the exclusive features and services to be enjoyed at Anastasia Date.

Finally
With more than 1000 real marriages that have happened thanks to AnastasiaDate in its years of
existence, you need not go further to get the real deal. Sign up today and find out what the portal
has to offer.

